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Transient three-dimensional domain decomposition problems:
Frame-indifferent mortar constraints and conserving integration
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SUMMARY

The present work deals with transient large-deformation domain decomposition problems. The tying of
dissimilar meshed grids is performed by applying the mortar method. In this connection, a reformulation of
the original linear mortar constraints is proposed, which retains frame-indifference for arbitrary discretiza-
tions of the interface. Furthermore, a specific coordinate augmentation technique is proposed to make
possible the design of an energy–momentum scheme. Numerical examples demonstrate the robustness and
enhanced numerical stability of the newly developed energy–momentum scheme for three-dimensional
problems. Copyright q 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Domain decomposition methods arise within the context of many different applications. A lot of
these applications deal with multiphysics and similar problems (see Quarterone and Valli [1] and the
references therein). Furthermore, domain decomposition methods are the most common paradigm
for large-scale simulation on parallel computers. The research in this area can be traced back
to the work published by Schwarz [2] in 1870. Parallel to the development of high-performance
computers, this topic gained more attention by the research community since the beginning of
the 1980s (see Hackbusch [3]). Especially in the context of iterative solvers, highly advanced
techniques have been developed in recent years ([4], see also the lecture notes in [5, 6]).

Coupling of non-conforming meshes via the so-called node-to-segment (NTS) method has been
proposed originally for contact problems by Hallquist et al. [7]. For a survey of actual developments
in the field of contact methods, we refer to the books by Laursen [8] and Wriggers [9]. The
collocation-type NTS method does not pass the patch test and exhibits poor convergence properties.
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In particular, the local errors at the contact region do not necessarily diminish with mesh refinement
(see El-Abassi and Bathe [10]).

In the early 90s of the past century, a variationally consistent mesh-tying method (the so-called
mortar method) has been developed by Bernadi et al. [11, 12]. The extension of this method to linear
elasticity problems can be found in Krause and Wohlmuth [13]. A similar method for connecting
dissimilar three-dimensional finite element meshes in the context of linear elasticity problems has
been presented by Dohrmann et al. [14], see also Heinstein and Laursen [15]. An extension of
the mortar mesh-tying method to three-dimensional non-linear elasticity has been proposed by
Puso [16]. The application of the mortar method to large-deformation contact problems can be
found, for example, in Puso et al. [17], Yang et al. [18] and Yang and Laursen [19]. A comparison
between the NTS and the mortar method in the context of two-dimensional large-deformation
contact problems has been presented by Hesch and Betsch [20].

It is now well established that energy–momentum conserving time-stepping schemes (see e.g.
Gonzalez [21, 22] and Betsch and Steinman [23, 24]) and energy-decaying variants thereof (see
e.g. Armero and Romero [25, 26]) provide enhanced numerical stability for applications in non-
linear structural dynamics and elastodynamics. Energy-conserving time-stepping schemes for large-
deformation contact problems have been developed within the framework of the NTS method,
see, for example Laursen and Chawla [27], Armero and Petöcz [28], Laursen and Love [29],
Hauret and Le Tallec [30], Haikal and Hjelmstad [31] and Betsch and Hesch [32]. For planar
large-deformation contact problems, a mortar-based energy–momentum scheme has been recently
proposed by Hesch and Betsch [33].

The original formulation of the mortar method for large-deformation domain decomposition
yields linear mesh-tying constraints, which generally fail to be invariant under rigid body rotations.
To restore frame-invariance of the mortar constraints, Puso [16] proposed a mesh initialization
procedure for repositioning the non-mortar nodes in the reference configuration. In the present
work, we present a reformulation of the mortar mesh-tying constraints that preserves the crucial
property of frame-invariance for arbitrarily meshed interfaces. The frame-indifferent reformulation
of the mortar constraints then provides the foundation for the development of an energy–momentum
scheme.

An outline of the present work is as follows. Section 2 gives a short introduction to the
continuous problem under consideration. Section 3 provides a finite element discretization of the
large-deformation problem including the mesh-tying interface. In Section 4 we utilize the NTS
method to develop a frame-indifferent formulation of the corresponding mesh-tying constraints. In
addition to that, a special coordinate augmentation technique is developed that facilitates the design
of an energy–momentum scheme. In Section 5 we extend these concepts to the mortar method. The
equations of motion of the finite-dimensional constrained mechanical system under consideration
along with the conserving discretization in time are dealt with in Section 6. Representative numerical
examples are presented in Section 7. Eventually, conclusions are drawn in Section 8.

2. LARGE-DEFORMATION FORMULATION

This section provides a short outline of the mechanical problem under consideration. For that
purpose, Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of a typical body, subdivided into two parts,
which are both tied together on the interface �d . It is assumed that there exists for each part (i)
a mapping u(i)(X(i), t), characterizing the current position at time t of a material point X(i) in
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Figure 1. Typical two-body problem.

the reference configuration B(i)⊂R3. Furthermore, the boundary �(i) can be subdivided into the
Neumann boundary �(i)

� , the Dirichlet boundary �(i)
u and the previously mentioned interface �d .

The current position of the boundaries �(i) is denoted with �(i)=u(i)(�(i)).
The principle of virtual work for the present domain decomposition problem can be written as

2∑
i=1

(G(i),dyn+G(i),int+G(i),ext+G(i),d)=0 (1)

which conforms with Hamilton’s principle of stationary action in the Lagrangian mechanics. The
first term in (1) specifies the contribution of the inertia terms

G(i),dyn(u(i),�u(i))=
∫
B(i)

�u(i) ·�Rü
(i) dV (2)

where a superposed dot denotes differentiation with respect to time, �R the reference mass density
and �u(i) the variation of u(i). The virtual work arising from the internal forces reads

G(i),int(u(i),�u(i))=
∫
B(i)
∇(�u(i)) :P(i) dV (3)

where P(i) denotes the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor. The virtual work of the external forces
can be decomposed into the body forces and the forces acting on the Neumann boundary

G(i),ext(u(i),�u(i))=
∫
B(i)

�RB
(i) ·�u(i) dV +

∫
��

T̄
(i) ·�u(i) d� (4)

where B(i) denotes the applied body forces and T̄
(i)

the prescribed tractions. The virtual work of
the coupling tractions for a two-parts problem is given by

Gd=
2∑

i=1
G(i),d(u(i),�u(i)) (5)

with

G(i),d(u(i),�u(i))=
∫

�(i)
d

t(i) ·�ud� (6)
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where the (Piola) tractions t(i)=[t1, . . . , tndim] of an ndim dimensional problem are incorporated.
Considering the balance of linear momentum across the interface, (5) can be expressed as follows:

Gd=
∫

�(1)
d

t(1) ·(�u(1)−�u(2))d� (7)

Here, the integration refers to the surface (1), subsequently called the non-mortar side, whereas
surface (2) will be called the mortar side.

3. FINITE ELEMENT DISCRETIZATION

Lets start by considering isoparametric displacement-based finite elements in space (see Hughes
[34]) that rest on the approximations

u(i),h= ∑
A∈�(i)

N A(X(i))q(i)
A , �u(i),h= ∑

A∈�(i)

N A(X(i))�q(i)
A (8)

for the discrete configuration as well as for the tractions

t(1),h= ∑
A∈�̄(1)

N A(X(1))kA (9)

using global shape functions N A(X(i)) :B→R associated with nodes A∈�(i)={1, . . . ,n(i)
node},

where n(i)
nodes denotes the total number of nodes of body (i). Furthermore, �̄(i)={1, . . . ,n(i)

surf}, �̄(i)⊂
�(i) denotes the set of nodes on the respective internal interfaces and kA the associated nodal
values of the tractions. The configuration of each part (i) of the semi-discrete flexible body is
characterized by its configuration vector

q(i)(t)=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
q(i)
1 (t)

...

q(i)

n(i)
node

(t)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (10)

For a two-parts problem the configuration of the complete semi-discrete system is given by

q(t)=
[
q(1)(t)

q(2)(t)

]
(11)

Similarly, a vector of the nodal values of the tractions can be introduced with

k(t)=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
k1(t)

...

k
n(1)
surf

(t)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (12)

where each kA is uniquely defined on a single node A∈ �̄(1) of the internal surface of part i=1,
assuming that the Lagrange multipliers are defined on this specific surface. Now, the discrete
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counterpart of (1) can be constructed systematically by making use of the afore established discrete
quantities. The discrete counterpart of the inertia terms can be written as

Gdyn(uh,�uh)=�q ·Mq̈ (13)

where the coefficients of the discrete mass matrix

MAB=
∫
B

�RN
AN B dV I (14)

are introduced together with the variations �q of the discrete configuration. For the virtual work
of the internal forces, the discretized deformation gradient and deformation tensor have to be
incorporated using

F(i),h= �u(i),h

�X(i)
= ∑

A∈�(i)

q(i)
A ⊗∇N A(X(i)) (15)

and

C(i),h= ∑
A,B∈�(i)

q(i)
A ·q(i)

B ∇N A(X(i))⊗∇N B(X(i)) (16)

The semi-discrete formulation of the two-body system at hand can be associated with a potential
energy function of the form

V (q)=
2∑

i=1
(V (i),int(q(i))+V (i),ext(q(i))) (17)

which is decomposed into a strain energy function

V (i),int(q(i))=
∫
B(i)

W (C(i),h)dV (18)

using an energy density function W (C(i),h) and the external potential energy function

V (i),ext(q(i))= ∑
A∈�(i)

q(i)
A ·
(∫

B(i)
N AB(i) dV +

∫
�(i)

�

N AT̄
(i)

d�

)
(19)

The discrete virtual work expression corresponding to (3) can be written as

G(i),int(u(i),h,�u(i),h)= ∑
A,B∈�(i)

�q(i)
A ·q(i)

B

∫
B(i)
∇N A(X(i)) ·S(C(i),h)∇N B(X(i))dV (20)

where S(C(i),h)=2�W/�C(i),h denotes the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor. The discrete
virtual work expression corresponding to (19) can be derived as

G(i),ext(u(i),h,�u(i),h)=∇V (i),ext(q(i)) ·�q(i) (21)
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3.1. Discrete mesh-tying constraints

We now turn to the formulation of appropriate mortar-based mesh-tying constraints. For finite-
deformation problems, these constraints are required to conform with fundamental conservation
laws of mechanics such as conservation of linear and angular momentums, respectively.

Inserting the approximations (8) and (9) into (7) yields the contribution of the discrete interface
forces to the virtual work:

Gd(uh, t(1),h;�uh)=
∫

�(1)
d

t(1),h ·(�u(1),h−�u(2),h)d�

=∑
A
kA ·

(∑
B
nAB�q(1)

B −
∑
C
nAC�q(2)

C

)
(22)

where nAB and nAC denote the so-called mortar integrals given by

nAB =
∫

�(1)
d

N A(X(1))N B(X(1))d�

nAC =
∫

�(1)
d

N A(X(1))NC (X(2))d�

(23)

To facilitate (a) conservation of linear momentum and (b) conservation of angular momentum
in the discrete setting, the following conditions have to be satisfied:

(a) Gd(uh, t(1),h;l)=0
(b) Gd(uh, t(1),h;l×uh)=0

for any l∈R3. The fulfillment of these conditions places certain restrictions on the specific form
of the mesh-tying constraints, which eventually determine the Lagrange multipliers kA. Inserting
the nodal pattern �q(i)

I =l into (22) yields

l ·
{∑

A
kA

∫
�(1)
d

N A(X(1))

([∑
B
N B(X(1))

]
−
[∑

C
NC (X(2))

])
d�

}
(24)

Accordingly, due to the completeness property of the shape functions, i.e.
∑

I N
I (X(i))=1, condi-

tion (a) is satisfied, thus facilitating conservation of linear momentum.
Inserting the nodal pattern �q(i)

I =l×q(i) into (22) yields

−l ·
{∑

A
kA×

(∑
B
nABq(1)

B −
∑
C
nACq(2)

C

)}
(25)

Accordingly, to satisfy condition (b) the discrete mesh-tying constraints

UA=∑
B
nABq(1)

B −
∑
C
nACq(2)

C =0 (26)

need to be satisfied. Introducing the nodal displacements u(i)
I ∈R3, such that

q(i)
I =X(i)

I +u(i)
I (27)
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the constraints in (26) can be recast as

UA=∑
B
nABu(1)

B −
∑
C
nACu(2)

C︸ ︷︷ ︸
UA

u

+∑
B
nABX(1)

B −
∑
C
nACX(2)

C︸ ︷︷ ︸
UA

X

=0 (28)

Here, the first part, UA
u , can be identified as the displacement form of the mortar constraints

(see Puso [16]). Consequently, if UA
u =0 is enforced, conservation of angular momentum demands

that UA
X =0. That is, the mortar constraints need to be satisfied in the reference configuration

too. In general, this requirement necessitates a mesh initialization procedure for repositioning the
non-mortar nodes in the reference configuration (see Puso [16] for further details). Alternatively,
if node relocation is undesirable, Puso outlines the use of vectors attached to element frames to
rotate the constraints.

Strictly speaking, changing the initial position of interface nodes contradicts the original idea
of tying independently generated meshes. Therefore, we aim at a reformulation of the mortar
constraints that does not necessitate any changes of the initial mesh but still preserves the funda-
mental conservation laws. For simplicity of exposition, we first deal with the node to surface
method that can be viewed as degenerated version of the mortar method. We then proceed with
the advocated reformulation of the mortar constraints.

4. NODE-TO-SURFACE METHOD

To illustrate our approach to the design of frame-indifferent mesh-tying constraints, we first deal
with the NTS method. To this end we consider a representative NTS element depicted in Figure 2.
The NTS constraints can be obtained from the mortar constraints (26) by setting

N A(X(1))→ N A(X(1)
S )=�AS

t(1),h→ kS
u(1),h→ q(1)

S

u(2),h→ û(2)
(n)=

4∑
C=1

N̂C (n)q(2)
c

(29)

Here, X(1)
S denotes a material point on �(1),h, which coincides with the slave node S. Corre-

spondingly, q(1)
S ∈R3 is the position vector of the slave node in the current configuration. The

tractions t(1),h degenerate to the nodal force vector kS ∈R3. Moreover û(2)
(n) represents the surface

�(2),h, parameterized in terms of local convected coordinates n=(�1,�2). In the present work we
restrict our attention to isoparametric tri-linear solid elements, so that N̂C (n) are standard bi-linear
local shape functions. Consequently, the placement of material points belonging to the discrete
interface surface �(2),h in the reference configuration follows from

X(2),h(n)=
4∑

C=1
N̂C (n)X(2)

C (30)
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To simplify notation it will prove convenient to introduce the ordered set �S of vectors relevant
to the representative NTS element under consideration:

�S={y1, . . . ,y5}={q(1)
S ,q(2)

1 ,q(2)
2 ,q(2)

3 ,q(2)
4 } (31)

Taking into account (29), the mortar integrals degenerate to

nAB = �AS�BS

nAC = �AS N̂C (n̄)
(32)

Accordingly, the constraints (26) boil down to the collocation form

US(yI )=q(1)
S −

4∑
C=1

N̂C (n̄)q(2)
C =0 (33)

In this connection, n̄ characterizes the position of a point on the surface �(2),h resulting from a
closest point projection of the slave node. For the domain decomposition problem under considera-
tion, n̄ is assumed to be constant and can be calculated once at problem initialization. To determine
n̄, the following system of non-linear equations:[

X(1)
S −

4∑
C=1

N̂C (n̄)X(2)
C

]
·A	(n̄)=0 (	=1,2) (34)

needs to be solved iteratively (see, for example, Wriggers [9]). In the last equation

A	(n)=
4∑

B=1
N̂ B

,	(n)X
(2)
B (35)

denote convective base vectors in the initial configuration. In particular, A1(n) and A2(n) span the
tangent plane of the surface �(2),h at X(2),h(n). Note that, similar to the decomposition (28), the
NTS constraint (33) can be recast in the form

US=u(1)
S −

∑
C
N̂C (n̄)u(2)

C︸ ︷︷ ︸
US

u

+X(1)
S −

∑
C
N̂C (n̄)X(2)

C︸ ︷︷ ︸
US

X

=0 (36)

Accordingly, in the context of the NTS method, application of the repositioning procedure results
in moving the slave node X(1)

S to the surface �(2),h at X(2),h(n̄) such thatUS
X =0. To circumvent the

need for changing the initial position of the slave node, we next propose a specific reformulation
of the NTS constraints (33).

4.1. Reformulation of the NTS constraints

In this section we propose an alternative formulation of the NTS constraints (33) that makes
possible to retain conservation of both linear and angular momentums without resorting to the
nodal repositioning procedure. In general domain decomposition problems, the slave nodes do
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Figure 2. Initial configuration of the representative NTS element: closest point projection of the slave
node X (1)

S onto the surface �(2),h.

not lie on the surface �(2),h. That is, US
X �=0 in general. The closest point projection for the

determination of n̄ in (34) implies that[
X(1)
S −

4∑
C=1

N̂C (n̄)X(2)
C

]
·N(n̄)=DS (37)

where N(n̄) is the normal to the tangent plane spanned by A1(n̄) and A2(n̄) given by

N(n̄)= A1(n̄)×A2(n̄)

‖A1(n̄)×A2(n̄)‖
(38)

and DS denotes the minimal distance of the slave node X(1)
S to the tangent plane at X(2),h(n̄) in

the initial configuration (see Figure 2). Bearing in mind that both n̄ and DS are computed once at
problem initialization, we now define the modified NTS constraints as

�̄
S
	 (yI ) =US(yI ) ·a	(n̄)=0 (	=1,2)

�̄
S
3 (yI ) =US(yI ) ·n(n̄)−DS=0

(39)

where

a	(n̄)=
4∑

B=1
N̂ B

,	(n̄)q
(2)
B (40)

and

n(n̄)= a1(n̄)×a2(n̄)
‖a1(n̄)×a2(n̄)‖

(41)
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The modified NTS constraints (39) enforce the fixed distance DS between the current placement
of the slave node S and the point û(2)

(n̄) on the current surface c(2),h through the orthogonal
projection of S onto the plane spanned by the convective base vectors a1(n̄) and a2(n̄). Note that
the modified NTS constraints (39) coincide with the original ones in (33) if DS=0.

4.2. Frame-indifference of the modified NTS constraints

It can be easily verified that the modified NTS constraints (39) are frame-indifferent (or objective).
To see this, consider rigid motions of the form

y�
I =c+QyI (42)

where c∈R3, and Q∈ SO(3) is a rotation tensor. With regard to the convective base vectors (40)
one gets

a�
	=

4∑
B=1

N̂ B
,	[c+Qq(2)

B ]=Q
4∑

B=1
N̂ B

,	q
(2)
B =Qa	 (43)

where again use has been made of the completeness property of the nodal shape functions.
Moreover,

n�= a�
1×a�

2

‖a�
1×a�

2‖
= Qa1×Qa2
‖Qa1×Qa2‖ =

Q(a1×a2)
‖Q(a1×a2)‖ =Qn (44)

Concerning the original NTS constraints (33) one gets

US(y�
I )= q(1)�

S −
4∑

C=1
N̂C (n̄)q(2)�

C

= c+Qq(1)
S −

4∑
C=1

N̂C (n̄)[c+Qq(2)
C ]

=Q

[
q(1)
S −

4∑
C=1

N̂C (n̄)q(2)
C

]

=QUS(yI ) (45)

Now the frame-indifference of the modified NTS constraints �̄
S
i (yI ) in (39) can be confirmed.

Specifically,

�̄
S
	 (y�

I )=US(y�
I ) ·a�

	(n̄)=US(yI ) ·QTQa	(n̄)=US(yI ) ·a	(n̄)= �̄
S
	 (yI ) (46)

for 	=1,2. Similarly,

�̄
S
3 (y

�
I )= �̄

S
3 (yI ) (47)
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The contribution of the representative NTS element to the virtual work (22) of the interface
forces can be written as

Gd,S=kS ·
(

5∑
I=1

(�yI Ū
S
)�yI

)
(48)

where Ū
S=[�̄S

1 , �̄
S
2 , �̄

S
3 ]T. Frame-indifference of the modified NTS constraints implies the trans-

lational invariance property Ū
S
(yI+εl)=ŪS

(yI ) for arbitrary ε∈R. Consequently,

0= d

dε

∣∣∣∣
ε=0
Ū

S
(yI+εl)=

5∑
I=1

(�yI Ū
S
)l (49)

In the context of the NTS method, the last equation implies the fulfillment of condition
(a) for conservation of linear momentum. Similarly, frame-indifference of the modified NTS

constraints implies the rotational invariance property Ū
S
(exp(εl̂)yI )=ŪS

(yI ) for arbitrary ε∈R.
Here, exp( l̂)∈ SO(3) denotes the exponential map of a skew-symmetric tensor l̂, which can be
associated with an axial vector l∈R3, such that l̂a=l×a for any a∈R3. Owing to rotational
invariance, one gets

0= d

dε

∣∣∣∣
ε=0
Ū

S
(exp(εl̂)yI )=

5∑
I=1

(�yI Ū
S
)(l×yI ) (50)

The last equation implies satisfaction of condition (b) for conservation of angular momentum in
the context of the NTS method.

The rotational invariance property of the modified NTS constraints is in agreement with Cauchy’s
representation theorem (see Truesdell and Noll [35, Section 11] or Antman [36, Chapter 8]). In
particular, rotational invariance of �̄

S
	 (yI ) in (39)1 follows from the fact these constraints depend

only on the set of invariants

S(�S)={yI ·yJ ,1�I�J�5} (51)

Moreover, the constraint �̄
S
3 (yI ) in (39)2 is invariant under rotations, for it depends only on the

set of invariants S(�S)∪T(�S), where

T(�S)={(yI×yJ ) ·yK ,1�I<J<K�5} (52)

Note that the invariants in T(�S) are cubic functions of the nodal coordinates, whereas S(�S)
contains only quadratic invariants. The presence of cubic invariants distinguishes the three-
dimensional case from the two-dimensional case where merely quadratic invariants are present
(see Hesch and Betsch [33]). Since our conserving time discretization requires invariants that are
at most quadratic, we aim at a reformulation of the constraint (39)2 that avoids the use of cubic
invariants.

4.3. Augmented coordinates

We next aim at a reformulation of the modified NTS constraint (39)2 in terms of invariants being
at most quadratic. To this end, we apply a specific coordinate augmentation technique originally
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introduced by Betsch and Uhlar [37] in the context of multibody dynamics for the description of
joint-coordinates and conjugate joint-forces.

In the context of the representative NTS element we introduce additional coordinates dS ∈R3,
which are appended to the original set �S of relevant vectors in (31). Accordingly, the coordinate
augmentation yields the extended set of vectors

�S,aug={y1, . . . ,y5,dS} (53)

To link the new coordinates to the original ones, the following three additional constraint functions
are defined:

Uaug(yI ,dS)=

⎡⎢⎢⎣
dS ·a1(n̄)
dS ·a2(n̄)

1
2 (dS ·dS−1)

⎤⎥⎥⎦ (54)

If these additional constraints are satisfied, i.e. Uaug=0, then the newly introduced vector dS
plays the role of the unit normal vector (41). This can be easily verified by substituting n(n̄) from
(41) for dS in (54). For later use we note that the following property holds:

Uaug(c+QyI ,dS)=

⎡⎢⎢⎣
dS ·Qa1(n̄)
dS ·Qa2(n̄)
1
2 (dS ·dS−1)

⎤⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡⎢⎢⎣
a1(n̄) ·QTdS

a2(n̄) ·QTdS
1
2 ((Q

TdS) ·(QTdS)−1)

⎤⎥⎥⎦=Uaug(yI ,Q
TdS) (55)

where use has been made of (43). Substituting c=0 and Q=exp(εl̂) into the last equation yields

Uaug(exp(εl̂)yI ,dS)−Uaug(yI ,exp(−εl̂)dS)=0 (56)

Accordingly, we get

d

dε

∣∣∣∣
ε=0
[Uaug(exp(εl̂)yI ,dS)−Uaug(yI ,exp(−εl̂)dS)] = 0

5∑
I=1

(�yIU
aug)̂lyI+(�dSU

aug)̂ldS = 0(
5∑

I=1
(�yIU

aug)̂yI+(�dSU
aug)̂dS

)
l = 0

(57)

for any vector l∈R3. This result will turn out to be crucial for conservation of angular momentum.
The modified NTS constraint (39)2 can be recast by employing the augmented coordinates to

obtain

�̃
S
3 (yI ,dS)=US(yI ) ·dS−DS=0 (58)
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Note that the constraint �̃
S
3 is a quadratic function of the augmented coordinates. In particular, it

depends on the set of quadratic expressions

S̃(�S,aug)={yI ·dS , I =1, . . . ,5} (59)

To summarize, the modified NTS constraints can be expressed exclusively in terms of the quadratic
expressions in S(�S)∪S̃(�S,aug). In particular

Ũ
S
(yI ,dS)=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
�̄
S
1 (yI )

�̄
S
2 (yI )

�̃
S
3 (yI ,dS)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦=
⎡⎢⎢⎣
US(yI ) ·a1(n̄)
US(yI ) ·a2(n̄)
US(yI ) ·dS−DS

⎤⎥⎥⎦ (60)

Similarly, the constraints (54) due to the coordinate augmentation only depend on the quadratic
expressions in S̃(�S,aug)∪{dS ·dS}. We further remark that, similar to (55),

Ũ
S
(c+QyI ,dS)=ŨS

(yI ,Q
TdS) (61)

which implies (
5∑

I=1
(�yIU

S )̂yI+(�dSU
S )̂dS

)
l=0 (62)

for any vector l∈R3. The last equation can be verified along the lines of (57).
To summarize, the modified NTS mesh-tying constraints (60) and the constraints (54) due to

the coordinate augmentation can be arranged in the vector of constraint functions

gS(yI ,dS)=
[
Ũ

S
(yI ,dS)

Uaug(yI ,dS)

]
(63)

pertaining to the representative NTS element. Moreover, in view of the properties (55), (61), and
(57)3, (62), we get

gS(c+QyI ,dS)−gS(yI ,QTdS) = 0(
5∑

I=1
(�yI g

S )̂yI+(�dSg
S )̂dS

)
l = 0

(64)

Similar to the arrangement of the Lagrange multipliers in (12), the totality of the NTS mesh-tying
constraints can be arranged in the system vector

g(q,d)=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
gS=1(q,d)

...

gS=n
(1)
surf(q,d)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (65)
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such that ∑
S∈�̄(1)

kS ·gS(q,d)=k·g(q,d) (66)

The vector d∈R3n(1)
surf contains the totality of additional coordinates dS ∈R3 associated with the

nodes S=1, . . . ,n(1)
surf lying on the interface �(1),h. The modified NTS mesh-tying constraints (64)

make possible the design of a specific energy–momentum scheme, as will be shown in Section
6. Moreover, the newly proposed approach developed in the context of the NTS method can be
extended to the favorable mortar method in a straightforward way.

5. MORTAR METHOD

The mortar method is based on the mortar integrals (23) instead of the degenerated form (32).
This necessitates a segmentation process to perform the evaluation of these integrals, see, for
example, Simo et al. [38] and Puso [16]. In the context of planar contact problems and linear shape
functions,§ the segmentation process along with the design of frame-indifferent mortar constraints
has been outlined in Hesch and Betsch [33]. A similar approach will now be followed in the
context of three-dimensional domain decomposition problems.

Consider a typical element e2∈ 
̄(2), where 
̄(2) denotes the set of elements on the interface �(2),h

of an arbitrarily chosen side, referred to as mortar side, with the nodes q(2)
1 , q(2)

2 , q(2)
3 and q(2)

4 . These
nodes are projected orthogonally to each element of the opposing non-mortar side (Figure 3(a)),
using Equation (34) to determine the corresponding local coordinate pairs (Figure 3(b))

n̄
(1)=[n̄(1)1 , n̄

(1)
2 , n̄

(1)
3 , n̄

(1)
4 ] (67)

Next a clipping algorithm as proposed in Puso [16] is used to determine the segments
(Figure 3(b)), corresponding to each pair of elements e∈ 
̄(1), where 
̄(1) denotes the set of elements
on the interface �(1),h, and e2∈ 
̄(2). Each specific segment depends on the corresponding nodal
coordinates, which can be collected in the ordered set �seg relevant to the segment at hand

�seg={y1, . . . , y8}={q(1)
1 ,q(1)

2 ,q(1)
3 ,q(1)

4 ,q(2)
1 ,q(2)

2 ,q(2)
3 ,q(2)

4 } (68)

In this connection, q(1)
1 , q(1)

2 , q(1)
3 and q(1)

4 are the nodal position vectors belonging to element e
on the non-mortar side. To perform a numerical quadrature of the mortar integrals (23)1 and (23)2,
the local coordinates n(1)seg (see Figure 3(c)) of the localized segment as well as the corresponding

segment coordinates n(2)seg on the mortar side are needed. For each segment a linear transformation

g→n(i),hseg of the form

n(i),hseg (g)=
3∑

K=1
MK (g)n

(i)
seg,K (69)

is introduced (Figure 3(d)) where n(i)seg,K denotes the vertices of the segment. In accordance with

the results of the clipping algorithm, linear triangular shape functions MK are used. The segment

§The treatment of quadratic shape functions is given, e.g. in Hauret and Le Tallec [39] and Puso et al. [17].
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(a)
(b)

(d)(c)

Figure 3. Segmentation process. (a) Representative element e on the non-mortar side �(1),h and
one opposing element e2 on the mortar side; (b) projection of the nodal points of element e2 onto
the non-mortar side and determination of the relevant segments; (c) location of the segments in
the �(1)

1 , �(1)
2 coordinate system; and (d) coordinate transformation of each segment to a reference

triangle with coordinates �1, �2.

contributions to the constraints have to be computed by using the approximations (8) and (9), now
recast in the form

t(1),hseg =
∑
�
N�(n(1),hseg (g))k� (70)

u(1),h
seg =

∑
�
N�(n(1),hseg (g))q(1)

� (71)

u(2),h
seg =

∑

N (n(2),hseg (g))q(2)

 (72)

The mortar integrals for each segment can now be calculated from

n�� =
∫

�(1)
d,seg

N�(n(1),hseg (g))N�(n(1),hseg (g))d�

n� =
∫

�(1)
d,seg

N�(n(1),hseg (g))N (n(2),hseg (g))d�

(73)
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Furthermore, the Jacobian Jseg is required.

Jseg=‖A1(n
(1),h
seg (g))×A2(n

(1),h
seg (g))‖det(Dn(g)) (74)

which has to be evaluated at each quadrature point. Eventually, the mortar integrals on each segment
can be written as

n�� =
∫
�
N�(n(1),hseg (g))N�(n(1),hseg (g))Jseg d�

n� =
∫
�
N�(n(1),hseg (g))N (n(2),hseg (g))Jseg d�

(75)

The segment contributions of element e to the mortar mesh-tying constraints (26) can be collected
in the vector

Ue,seg(yI )=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
U�=1

e,seg(yI )

...

U�=4
e,seg(yI )

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (76)

with

U�
e,seg(yI )=

∑
�
n��q(1)

� −
∑

n�q(2)

 (77)

To perform the assembly of the contributions of all elements e∈ 
̄(1) on the non-mortar side, the
connection between local and global node numbers is stored in the location array LM, such that
A=LM(�,e), for A∈ �̄(1), �∈{1, . . . ,4} and e∈ 
̄(1). Accordingly, the mortar constraints follow
from

UA←UA+U�
e (78)

In the sequel the assembly procedure will be written as¶

U(q)= A
e∈
̄(1)

Ue= A
e∈
̄(1)

⋃
seg
Ue,seg= A

e∈
̄(1)
⋃
seg

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
U�=1

e,seg

...

U�=4
e,seg

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (79)

where A denotes the standard assembly operator. Note that, similar to the decomposition of the
NTS constraints in (36), the segment contributions of the mortar constraints can be recast in the
form

U�
e,seg(yI )=

∑
�
n��u(1)

� −
∑

n�u(2)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
U�

u,e,seg

+∑
�
n��X(1)

� −
∑

n�X(2)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
U�

X,e,seg

(80)

¶Note that the operation A
e∈
̄(1)

⋃
seg

can be done simultaneously within a loop over all segments of the internal boundary.
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5.1. Reformulation of the mortar constraints

Guided by our previous developments in the context of the NTS method (see Section 4), we
propose an alternative formulation of the mortar method. Accordingly, we aim at a decomposition
of the mortar constraints into normal and tangential components, which can be arranged for each
segment contribution. To this end we utilize constant tangential and normal vectors within each
segment, defined as follows:

a	,seg=
4∑

B=1
N�

,	(ḡ)q� (	=1,2) (81)

and

nseg= a1,seg(ḡ)×a2,seg(ḡ)
‖a1,seg(ḡ)×a2,seg(ḡ)‖ (82)

Here, ḡ denotes the local coordinates of the mid-point of the reference triangle. Similar to (39) we
propose the following modified form of the mortar segment contributions:

Ū
�
e,seg(yI )=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
U�

e,seg(yI ) ·a1,seg
U�

e,seg(yI ) ·a2,seg
U�

e,seg(yI ) ·nseg

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦−D�
e,seg (83)

where

D�
e,seg=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
U�

e,seg(XI ) ·A1,seg

U�
e,seg(XI ) ·A2,seg

U�
e,seg(XI ) ·Nseg

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (84)

Similar to DS in (39), D�
e,seg can be computed once at problem initialization. In the above

equation A1,seg, A2,seg and Nseg denote the initial values of a1,seg, a2,seg and nseg.

5.2. Frame-indifference of the modified mortar constraints

For the verification of frame-indifference, we again (see Section 4.2) consider rigid motions of the
form

y�
I =c+QyI (85)

In analogy to (43) and (44) it can be easily verified that

a�
	,seg=Qa	,seg, n�

seg=Qnseg (86)
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For the original mortar segment contributions one gets

U�
e,seg(y

�
I )=

∑
�
n��(c+Qq(1)

� )−∑

n�(c+Qq(2)

 )=QU�
e,seg(yI ) (87)

The confirmation of frame-indifference of the modified mortar segment contributions is now
straightforward

Ū
�
e,seg(y

�
I )=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
U�

e,seg(y
�
I ) ·a�

1,seg

U�
e,seg(y

�
I ) ·a�

2,seg

U�
e,seg(y

�
I ) ·n�

seg

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦−D�
e,seg

=

⎡⎢⎢⎣
U�

e,seg(yI ) ·QTQa1,seg

U�
e,seg(yI ) ·QTQa2,seg

U�
e,seg(yI ) ·QTQnseg

⎤⎥⎥⎦−D�
e,seg

= Ū�
e,seg(yI ) (88)

The frame-indifference of the modified mortar segment contributions implies translational and
rotational invariances, i.e. Ū

�
e,seg(yI+εl)=Ū�

e,seg(yI ) and Ū
�
e,seg(exp(εl̂)yI )=Ū�

e,seg(yI ) for arbi-
trary ε∈R. It is important to realize that the frame-indifference of the modified mortar segment
contributions transfers to the corresponding mortar constraints by applying the assembly procedure
as outlined above. With regard to (49) and (50), conservation of linear and angular momentums
follows immediately from the property of frame-indifference. Furthermore, with regard to the sets
defined in (51) and (52) each segment contribution of the mortar constraints depends on the set
of invariants S(�seg)∪T(�seg). Analogous to (51) and (52), S(�seg) and T(�seg) denote the set of
quadratic and cubic functions of the nodal position vectors in �seg.

5.3. Augmented coordinates

Similar to Section 4.3, we introduce additional coordinates dseg∈R3 for each segment. Accordingly,
the coordinate augmentation yields the extended set of vectors

�seg,aug={q(1)
1 ,q(1)

2 ,q(1)
3 ,q(1)

4 ,q(2)
1 ,q(2)

2 ,q(2)
3 ,q(2)

4 ,dseg} (89)

along with additional constraint functions of the form

Uaug
seg (yI ,dseg)=

⎡⎢⎢⎣
dseg ·a1,seg
dseg ·a2,seg

1
2 (dseg ·dseg−1)

⎤⎥⎥⎦ (90)

As for the augmentation constraints of the NTS element, it is obvious that the properties (55), (56)
and (57) remain unchanged in the present case. In analogy to (60), the modified mortar segment
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contributions can now be written as quadratic functions of the vectors in �seg,aug, leading to

Ũ
�
e,seg(yI ,dseg)=

⎡⎢⎢⎣
U�

e,seg(yI ) ·a1,seg
U�

e,seg(yI ) ·a2,seg
U�

e,seg(yI ) ·dseg

⎤⎥⎥⎦−D�
e,seg (91)

Analogous to (61) and (63) we obtain

Ũ
�
e,seg(y

�
I ,dseg)=Ũ

�
e,seg(yI ,Q

Tdseg)=

⎡⎢⎢⎣
U�

e,seg(yI ) ·a1,seg
U�

e,seg(yI ) ·a2,seg
U�

e,seg(yI ) ·QTdseg

⎤⎥⎥⎦−D�
e,seg (92)

which implies, similar to (62),(
8∑

I=1
�yI Ũ

�
e,segŷI+�dsegŨ

�
e,segd̂seg

)
l=0 (93)

With regard to Section 5, the assembly of the modified mortar segment contributions yields the
modified mortar constraints. In addition to that, due to the augmentation procedure, the constraints
(90) pertaining to each segment have to be taken into account. To summarize, we arrive at the
vector of constraint functions

g(q,d)=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

A
e∈
̄(1)

⋃
seg

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Ũ

�=1
e,seg

...

Ũ
�=4
e,seg

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
Uaug

seg=1
...

Uaug
seg=nseg

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(94)

where nseg denotes the total number of segments on the interface. We emphasis again that the
frame-indifference of the mortar segment contributions is not affected by the assembly procedure.

6. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The present finite-dimensional mechanical system subject to the mesh-tying constraints can be
associated with an augmented Lagrangian of the form

L�= 1
2 q̇·Mq̇−V (q)−k·g(q,d) (95)

where q contains the nodal coordinates resulting from the space discretization, and d contains the
additional coordinates due to the coordinate augmentation described above. Moreover, g(q,d) is
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the vector of constraint functions. The equations of motion of the constrained semi-discrete system
under consideration can now be written as

Mq̈ = −∇V (q)−(D1g(q,d))Tk

0 = (D2g(q,d))Tk

0 = g(q,d)

(96)

Here, D1g(•,•) and D2g(•,•) denote the derivative of g(•,•) with respect to the first and the
second slots, respectively. The geometric constraints in (96)3 imply the consistency condition
dg/dt=0, leading to the constraints on the velocity level

(D1g(q,d))q̇+(D2g(q,d))ḋ=0 (97)

It has been shown in the above treatment of the mesh-tying constraints that the following property
holds for both the NTS method and the mortar method:∑

A=1
(�qAg(q,d))̂qAl+

∑
S=1

(�dSg(q,d))̂dSl=0 (98)

In the case of the NTS method S=1, . . . ,n(1)
surf, while for the mortar method S=seg=1, . . . ,nseg.

The total angular momentum of the semi-discrete system at hand is given by

J=∑
A,B

MABqA× q̇B (99)

We next verify conservation of angular momentum. For simplicity of exposition assume that V =0.
Then calculate

l · d
dt
J= l ·∑

A,B
MABqA× q̈B

=−l ·∑
A
qA×(�qAg(q,d))

Tk

=−l ·∑
A
q̂A(�qAg(q,d))

Tk

= k ·∑
A

(�qAg(q,d))̂qAl

=−k·∑
S

(�dSg(q,d))̂dSl

= l ·∑
S
d̂S(�dSg(q,d))

Tk

= 0 (100)
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which holds for arbitrary l∈R3. Note that in the above manipulations use has been made of (98)
and (96)2. To verify conservation of energy, scalar multiply (96)1 by q̇ to get

q̇·Mq̈+∇V (q) · q̇+ q̇·(D1g(q,d))Tk = 0

d

dt

(
1

2
q̇·Mq̇

)
+ d

dt
V (q)+k·(D1g(q,d))q̇ = 0

d

dt
(T+V )−k·(D2g(q,d))ḋ = 0

d

dt
(T+V )− ḋ·(D2g(q,d))Tk = 0

d

dt
(T +V ) = 0

(101)

where use has been made of (97) and (96)2.

6.1. Time discretization

We next deal with the time discretization of the DAEs (96). Similar to the energy–momentum
schemes for constrained mechanical systems developed by Gonzalez [22] and Betsch and Steinmann
[24], we consider the following time-stepping scheme:

qn+1−qn = �tvn+1/2
M(vn+1−vn) = −�t∇V (qn,qn+1)−�t (D1g(qn+1/2,dn+1/2))Tkn+1

0 = D2(g(qn+1/2,dn+1/2))Tkn+1
0 = g(qn+1,dn+1)

(102)

In this connection, qn and dn are consistent initial values per time step, which have to satisfy
g(qn,dn)=0. Moreover, (•)n+1/2=[(•)n+(•)n+1]/2 denotes the mid-point value of the quantity
(•), �t is the time step and ∇V (qn,qn+1) denotes a discrete gradient of the potential function in
the sense of Gonzalez [21]. The scheme (102) determines qn+1, vn+1 and kn+1. For later use we
remark that property (98) implies that∑

A=1
(�qAg(qn+1/2,dn+1/2))̂qAn+1/2l+

∑
S

(�dSg(qn+1/2,dn+1/2))̂dSn+1/2l=0 (103)

Furthermore, due to the fact that the constraint function g(q,d) is quadratic in q and d, the following
property is satisfied:

(D1g(qn+1/2,dn+1/2))(qn+1−qn)+(D2g(qn+1/2,dn+1/2))(dn+1−dn)
=g(qn+1,dn+1)−g(qn,dn)=0 (104)

where (102)4 has been accounted for. Note that the last equation can be viewed as discrete
counterpart of the velocity constraints (97). We next verify algorithmic conservation of angular
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momentum (again assuming that V =0). Since the angular momentum map J(q,v), (99), is a
quadratic function of (q,v), we have

J(qn+1,vn+1)−J(qn,vn)

=(D1J(qn+1/2,vn+1/2))(qn+1−qn)+(D2J(qn+1/2,vn+1/2))(vn+1−vn)

=−∑
A,B

MABvBn+1/2×(qAn+1−qAn
)+∑

A,B
MABqBn+1/2×(vAn+1−vAn ) (105)

Scalar multiplying the last equation by l, and subsequently substituting from (102)1 and (102)2
yields

l ·(Jn+1−Jn)=−�tl ·∑
B
qBn+1/2×(�qBg(qn+1/2,dn+1/2))

Tkn+1

=�tkn+1 ·∑
B

(�qBg(qn+1/2,dn+1/2))̂qBn+1/2l

=−�tkn+1 ·∑
S

(�dSg(qn+1/2,dn+1/2))̂dSn+1/2l

=�tl ·∑
S
q̂Sn+1/2(�dSg(qn+1/2,dn+1/2))

Tkn+1

= 0 (106)

where use has been made of (103) and (102)3. Eventually, we verify algorithmic conservation of
energy. Scalar multiplying (102)2 by vn+1/2, taking into account (102)1, yields

vn+1/2 ·M(vn+1−vn)=−∇V (qn,qn+1) ·(qn+1−qn)

−(qn+1−qn) ·(D1g(qn+1/2,dn+1/2))Tkn+1 (107)

The last equation can be recast in the form

1
2vn+1 ·Mvn+1− 1

2vn ·Mvn =−[V (qn+1)−V (qn)]

+kn+1 ·(D1g(qn+1/2,dn+1/2))(qn+1−qn) (108)

where the directionality property of the discrete derivative (see Gonzalez [21]) has been employed.
Introducing the total energy function

E(q,v)= 1
2v·Mv+V (q) (109)
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and taking into account (104), Equation (108) can be rewritten as

E(qn+1,vn+1)−E(qn,vn)=−kn+1 ·(D2g(qn+ 1
2
,dn+ 1

2
))(dn+1−dn)

=−(dn+1−dn) ·(D2g(qn+1/2,dn+1/2))Tkn+1

= 0 (110)

where use has been made of (102)3.

7. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

We next present three representative examples dealing with domain decomposition problems.
Concerning the numerical evaluation of the mortar integrals, four Gauss points have been used
per segment. As has been outlined in Section 6.1, the notion of a discrete derivative is applied to
the potential energy function (17). In particular, ∇V (i),int(q(i)

n ,q(i)
n+1) is calculated as proposed by

Gonzalez [40], see also Betsch and Hesch [32, Section 3.4].

7.1. Flying L-shaped block

The first example deals with a continuum body that assumes the form of an L-shaped block in
the stress-free initial configuration (see Figure 4). The block is divided into two parts, which are
independently meshed. In particular, the larger part consists of 648 elements (18×6×6), while the
smaller small part comprises 1000 elements (10×10×10). Consequently, the two meshes do not
conform on the interface. To couple the two semi-discrete parts, the mortar mesh-tying constraints
(94) are used. The model consists of 6786 degrees of freedom, the segmentation process generates
801 segments for 399 constraints. Therefore, 2403 additional constraints for the augmentation are
needed. Hyperelastic constitutive behavior is assumed to be governed by a compressible Neo-Hooke
material with associated stored energy function

W (C)= �

2
[tr(C)−3]+ �

2
(ln(J ))2−� ln(J ) (111)

where J=√det(C). First, a quasi-rigid material behavior is investigated. The corresponding mate-
rial constants are assumed to take the values �=300000, �=75000 and �=100, where � and �
denote Lamé parameters and � is the density. To initiate the motion, external pressure loads are
acting on the block for 0�t�0.5, see Figure 4. Figure 5 indicates the sinusoidal pressure load.
In the simulations documented below a constant time step size of �t=0.01 has been used. To
illustrate the resulting motion of the L-shaped block, snapshots at successive points in time are
depicted in Figure 6. For t>0.5 the present example can be classified as autonomous Hamiltonian
system with symmetry. Accordingly, the total energy, angular momentum and linear momentum
are conserved quantities for t>0.5. The present energy–momentum scheme does indeed conserve
these quantities. This can be observed from Figures 7–9.
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Figure 5. Time history of the pressure load.Figure 4. Initial mesh confi guration of the L-shaped block.

Figure 6. Quasi-rigid motion: snapshots of the motion at t=0,2.5,5,7.5,10.
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Figure 7. Total angular momentum.

Figure 8. Total linear momentum.

Figure 9. Total energy.
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Figure 10. Large strain motion: sequence of deformed configurations at t=0,2.5,5,7.5,10.
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Figure 11. Total angular momentum.

Figure 12. Total linear momentum.

Figure 13. Total energy.

Next, a soft material behavior is modelled by setting the material constants to �=14285 and
�=3571. A sequence of deformed configurations is shown in Figure 10. In the simulations a time
step size of �t=0.01 has been used. Again the present energy–momentum scheme guarantees a
stable simulation due to its algorithmic conservation properties. For t>0.5, conservation of the
total angular momentum, linear momentum and energy can be observed from Figures 11–13.

7.2. Patch test

This static example demonstrates the advantage of the mortar method over the NTS method. As
shown in Figure 14, two independently meshed blocks are tied together via a highly curved and
non-conforming interface. The upper block consists of 180 (6×6×5) elements, while the lower
block comprises 512 (8×8×8) elements. A constant pressure field is acting in vertical direction
on the upper surface (see Figure 14). The lower left corner is fixed in space, while all other
nodes of the bottom surface are fixed in vertical direction. As in the last example compressible
Neo-Hooke material is used with the Poisson ratio of �=0.3 and Young’s modulus of E=10000.
The load has been increased in 15 increments up to p=7500. The well-known failure of the NTS
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Figure 14. Initial mesh configuration for the patch test.
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Figure 17. Octant-sphere: two parts that have been independently meshed.

Figure 18. Octant-sphere: sequence of deformed configurations corresponding to t=0,1.66,3.33,5.

method to pass the patch test is reflected by a non-physical deformation of the block depicted
in Figure 15. In contrast to that, the mortar method facilitates homogeneous states of stress. As
can be observed from Figure 16, the planar faces of the block are still planar even for p=7500,
leading to a compression of the block about 55%.
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7.3. Large strain motion of an octant-sphere

In the last example an octant of a sphere is divided into two parts, which are independently meshed.
This leads to a highly curved and non-conforming interface, similar in design to the pressurized
sphere in Puso [16, Chapter 5.2]. Figure 17 shows the reference configuration of the two parts.
The outer part consists of 224 elements, distributed in the following way: four elements through
the thickness and 9×9×8 elements along the edges. The inner part consists of 832 elements,
four elements through the thickness and 17×17×16 elements along the edges. The outer radius
of the octant-sphere is 1.2, the inner radius is 1.0, and the interface is located at a radius of
1.1. The material model and parameters correspond to the one chosen in Section 7.1 for the
large strain example. Furthermore, an external pressure load using the same characteristics as in
Section 7.1 with a maximum pressure of p=350 has been applied to the outer surface. In Figure 18
a sequence of deformed configurations at t=0,1.66,3.33,5 is displayed. For t>0.5, no external
forces are acting so that the system under consideration can be classified as Hamiltonian system
with symmetries. The evolution of the total angular momentum is depicted in Figure 19. In addition
to that, Figures 20 and 21 show the total linear momentum and the total energy, respectively.
As expected, these quantities are conserved up to numerical round-off, regardless of the time step
size employed.

8. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a reformulation of the mortar mesh-tying constraints, which yields frame-
indifference without changing the initial finite element meshes. To make possible the design of
an energy–momentum scheme, a specific coordinate augmentation technique has been developed.
The numerical examples deal with three-dimensional large-deformation domain decomposition
problems and confirm the enhanced numerical stability and robustness of the newly developed
method.
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Owing to the fact that the proposed form of the mortar constraints relies on the decomposition
in normal and tangential components, the present approach is well-suited for the application to
three-dimensional large-deformation contact problems.
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